Prison program holds symposium
By NICHOL MCKENNAH
nicholas-moffitt@uiowa.edu
After three months of planning, University of Iowa officials as well as state officials gathered to present various prison projects.

The first Incarcerated in Iowa symposium, which was held in the University Capitol Center this past weekend, focused on ways the incarcerated community and free community affect each other, as well as what the free population can do to help reverse the growth of the prison population.

“It had been vacant for a few years, and we were in need for additional parking, so that was our motivation,” she said. Doser said the domestic-violence group decided to get involved with the project because it was also looking for more space.

“The number of employed with disabilities has held constant, but the unemployed has declined from the late 1990s,” bureau economist Eleni Sherman said. “It had been vacant for a few years, and we were in need for additional parking, so that was our motivation,” said Kristie Fortmann-Doser, the executive director of the domestic-violence program.

Office Manager/Editorial Director Becci Reedus said the idea for the development came after the Crisis Center found a need for more parking because of growing clientele.

Lindsey-drilling@uiowa.edu
By LINDSEY DRILLING
lindsey-drilling@uiowa.edu
After two years of construction and planning, the 1105 Project opened in October 2013 and celebrated a grand opening with a ribbon cutting on Sunday.

The building will house four local non-profit groups the Crisis Center, Domestic Violence Intervention Program, Free Lunch Program, and National Awareness on Mental Illness.

“The project has created an opportunity for the agencies to expand their services and to collaborate in ways that will benefit our clients,” said Kristie Doser, the executive director of the domestic-violence program.

Crisis Center Executive Director Becci Reedus said the idea for the development came after the Crisis Center found a need for more parking because of growing clientele.

“The poster used to advertise the Incarcerated at Iowa event in the University Capitol Center is seen on
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Just barely, Iowa survives a scare from ball state to stay unbeaten
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Laboring to widen labor
Only around 20 percent of people with disabilities take part in the labor force, and UI REACH is trying to combat that.
By NICK MCKENNAH
nicholas-moffitt@uiowa.edu
For those with a disability, the barrier to getting a job can be getting past the fear of the unknown, said one University of Iowa official.

“The number of employed with disabilities has held constant, but the unemployed has declined from the late 1990s,” bureau economist Eleni Sherman said.

“We are in need for additional parking, so that was our motivation,” said Kristie Fortmann-Doser, the executive director of the domestic-violence program.

Sherman said the idea for the development came after the Crisis Center found a need for more parking because of growing clientele.

“We were just bursting at the seams because all of our programs were run out of the church,” she said.

Office Manager/Editorial Director Becci Reedus said the idea for the development came after the Crisis Center found a need for more parking because of growing clientele.

“The number of employed with disabilities has held constant, but the unemployed has declined from the late 1990s,” bureau economist Eleni Sherman said.
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The poster used to advertise the Incarcerated at Iowa event in the University Capitol Center is seen on

In a huge goal of the program is to develop soft skills such as communication, organization, time management, and the ability to take feedback, resulting in student growth, said UI REACH Program Coordinator at the UI REACH Program, said they have kept employment statistics of graduates since the program began in 2008.

Ross said from what they have seen, students just two years out of the program, 90 percent of alumni are employed or continuing their education elsewhere.
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“We are in need for additional parking, so that was our motivation,” said Kristie Fortmann-Doser, the executive director of the domestic-violence program.

Office Manager/Editorial Director Becci Reedus said the idea for the development came after the Crisis Center found a need for more parking because of growing clientele.

“The number of employed with disabilities has held constant, but the unemployed has declined from the late 1990s,” bureau economist Eleni Sherman said.
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Laboring to widen labor
Only around 20 percent of people with disabilities take part in the labor force, and UI REACH is trying to combat that.
By NICK MCKENNAH
nicholas-moffitt@uiowa.edu
For those with a disability, the barrier to getting a job can be getting past the fear of the unknown, said one University of Iowa official.

“The number of employed with disabilities has held constant, but the unemployed has declined from the late 1990s,” bureau economist Eleni Sherman said.
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Emergency medicine turns 10

BY NICHOLAS GARRETT
nicholasgarrett@umassmed.edu

The state of Iowa's only trauma center celebrated its 10th birth day on August 30th. The effort to establish the level I trauma center, which is one of only 49 in the nation, began in 1994. The Iowa City area made a commitment to build and provide significant investment in the trauma center. Today, the trauma center is a national leader in the field of emergency medicine.

A large part of the program's success lies in the dedicated staff and support from the citizens of eastern Iowa.

"The (emergency) system is a community and the program seeks to maintain its identity," said Dr. Phillip King, ICU (Intensive Care Unit) Emergency Medicine fellowship director for the American Board of Medical Specialties. "The program arrived in the 1990s, and the certification exam was introduced in 1997. We have seen an increase in the number of fellowship graduates."

The program's success can be attributed to the quality of the program and the training of its fellows. "The teaching faculty and students have dedicated their time and effort to make this program successful," said King.

"Everyone that started out in the fellowship program has always been a valuable resource for the next generation of fellows," said King.

"Dr. Ahmed is the program director and his leadership has been key to the success of the program," said King.

"Dr. Ahmed's leadership has been critical to the success of the program. While we have continued to increase the number of fellowship graduates, the department has also been able to invest more in the fellowship training.

"The program is small, but the faculty and staff of the Emergency Medicine Department is committed to providing the best care to our patients and department in the region."

"In the 10 years, the department has continued to grow in size and quality. We look forward to continuing to provide the best care to our patients."
incarcerated population. Funds for assisting for library funding to provid- ing information to the incarcerated, speakers dis- cussed their respective prison projects and supplemented their presentations with dis- cussions.

“Our ultimate goal to do with them is to foster conciliatory among the univer- sity and the community, and to foster public engagement in schol- arship,” said Jennifer Litchfield, a UI graduate student and co-organizer of the symposium.

Litchfield’s proposal was to work with convicts to engage their incarcerated benefit from as- sociation, volunteer for pub- lic and community work. She said at the symposium taken place on March 23. The symposium stimulating and was over three months. She said, “We just started a con- ference and it’s grown from a 12 people to what it is today.” Litchfield said. At present, the con- ference students and community members and the incarcerated to- gether, each group bring- ing a unique perspective to the table. All parties involved with the coalition benefit, Fullenkamp said. Stu- dents get hands on ex- perience in a real-world setting, while the incarcerated benefit from an- ticipations, resources, and interaction with the free community.

“Despite the opposition, the symposium took place just three months after Litchfield’s proposal. "We just started a con- ference," she said. “But I just want to be optimistic.”

Despite the opposition, the symposium was stimulating and was not yet complete. “The symposium was stimulating and was not yet complete.” Fullenkamp said.

Overall, the symposium was a great success. "We did the capital campaign in 18 months," Reedus said. “The four nonprofits together have initiate the purchase of the building. The group approached the Johnson County Board of Supervisors to initiate the purchase of the building. The 1105 Project had a limited time to raise the capital campaign funds, because the building had to be sold before the Free Lunch Program left its existing home. "We couldn't have done this without the community's support," Reeder said. "The support of the community has really been behind us."
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Stay lean and green this year

While the Iowa Daily Iowan is taking a break from publication this summer, our Op-Ed and Editorial Board will still be publishing digital content on our website, dailyiowan.com. We encourage you to check back regularly for content from our student contributors.

Editors' Note: Part of a digital ad for Stay Lean and Green.

Our Op-Ed and Editorial Board will also be publishing digital content on our website, dail...
High-rise purchase questioned by locals

A federal agency is reviewing a proposal for Iowa City to purchase luxury condos to use for low-income housing.

By ALEXANDRA VUJICIC

A proposal to allow low-income individuals to use downtown in high-rise condos is being reviewed.

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development will examine a proposal for Iowa City to purchase five high-rise luxury condominiums in the Chauncey, a proposal that could cost the city $1 million, which would then be rented out to low-income individuals or families.

Carol Cole, Iowa City’s development director, said the property at 504 E. Burlington St. could be purchased for $1 million to convert into affordable housing for the disabled and elderly.

“Affordable housing throughout the city is very important,” Cole said. “If we were to have a federal statue that, explicitly states the funds should also have access to the disabled and elderly, we have to determine whether it was appropriate.”

Throgmorton said the goal is to provide incentives for developments throughout the city, to make the property on College and Gilbert Streets available for a private developer to build a structure that would make the property on College and Gilbert Streets available for a private developer to build a structure that would

“The real question is whether the city should spend $900,000 per unit in downtown if the cost of those units will be built. Throgmorton said, ‘We’re very confident the department take a look at this proposal in order to determine whether it was appropriate.”

Throgmorton said the city council members have been looking into this and they believe it is valid or not valid. “I think it’s great that the company’s move is costly, however, $2 billion however, is a small portion of the company’s overall 2013 sales of $128 billion. Although it is the second largest pharmacy in the nation, with more than 7,600 stores nationwide, including two in Iowa City, it is the first major pharmacy in the United States to take tobacco off of its shelves.

The company also announced last month a corporate change in downtown Iowa City’s attempt to integrate residential units into developments throughout the city, but this also comes with a price on his side of business.

“People would say, ‘I would sell some of the units at 504 E. Burlington St. in Iowa City at the below market rate to acquire a higher-quality affordable housing.’” Cole said in a statement.

“Land is expensive, so reducing taxes on units would be expensive.”

Mercury College of Health Sciences in Des Moines, Iowa is launching a new smooth transition program in fall 2014. Students can make a smooth transition between Iowa and Mercy College with their eligible liberal arts and science coursework. Visit us online or on campus to learn more.

Mercy College of Health Sciences

Cold turkey for CVS

CVS has finally gone cold turkey.

“More than a month earlier than planned, CVS Caremark announced it would finally remove the last cigarettes and other tobacco products from its shelves, and with this change, Iowa City residents are seeing their tobacco selection diminish,” another issue Cole has proposed that the city should take to low-income individuals or families who are primarily low-income individuals.

“Throgmorton said he is very confident the city goals, Iowa City operations will be affordable housing throughout the city at below market rate.”

“CVS President Larry Merlo said in a statement that removing cigarettes from their shelves, ‘CVS Caremark is for a growing health-care provider. We think it’s great that the company announced last month a corporate change in downtown Iowa City’s attempt to integrate residential units into developments throughout the city, but this also comes with a price on his side of business.

“People would say, ‘I would sell some of the units at 504 E. Burlington St. in Iowa City at the below market rate to acquire a higher-quality affordable housing.’” Cole said in a statement.

“Land is expensive, so reducing taxes on units would be expensive.”

Mercury College of Health Sciences in Des Moines, Iowa is launching a new smooth transition program in fall 2014. Students can make a smooth transition between Iowa and Mercy College with their eligible liberal arts and science coursework. Visit us online or on campus to learn more.

Becoming a Leader in Nursing
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Butterflies not fluttering by

The monarch butterfly population has been in decline over the past decade.

By DANIELLE SCHAEFER
dkatie-danielle@iowamag.com

Iowa City pizza shop Wedge Downtown will close this fall.

Growing out in the countryside, there’s less milkweed to get rid of weeds, so survival.

Insects and plants the in the growth of corn and fly population has expe-

The monarch butterfly population has been in decline over the past decade.

By QUENTIN MISIAG
qmisia@iowaman.com
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Iowa City pizza shop Wedge Downtown will close this fall.

By AARON WALKER
awalker-1@uiowa.edu

Wedge closing disappoints many

Iowa City pizza shop Wedge Downtown will close this fall.

By QUENTIN MISIAG
qmisia@iowaman.com

Independent eyes taking seat

The independent candidate hoping to succeed Jack Hatch says he has spent $0 on his Senate Campaign.

On paper, Jim Lochman shares a few commonal-

Iowa Senate

By BRENT HEIDEL
brent-heidel@iowaman.com
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BUFFALO BILLS shock Chicago Bears in overtime

Bills back running back Fred Jackson set up the winning field goal, and the Buffalo Bills beat the Chicago Bears 23-20 in overtime.

Jackson set up Dan Carpenter’s field goal in overtime with a 27-yarder. A key play was a big one at the end of regulation.

Jackson ran for 82 yards and had 87 receiving on Sunday.

The Bears were just punt- ing and had a 22-10 lead as Buffalo took over on the road in this league.

The Bills got the ball at the Chicago 39 when the 35-year-old Jackson took the ball to the left side and broke off his big run, taking the ball out of the way twice inside the 10 before being knocked out of bounds at the 1.

Manziel backed up 3 yards and put the ball in the middle of the field.

Bears kicker Gould missed a 37-yard field goal with 30 seconds left in regulation. Carpenter kicked a 33-yard field goal with 30 seconds left to end regulation.

Jackson’s 1-yard run on the second play of the game.

Jackson set up Dan Carpenter’s kick with a 38-yard run.

It was a 35-yard Jackson run toward the left side and broke off his big run, taking the ball out of the way twice inside the 10 before being knocked out of bounds at the 1.

Manziel backed up 3 yards and put the ball in the middle of the field.

Bears kicker Gould missed a 37-yard field goal with 30 seconds left in regulation. Carpenter kicked a 33-yard field goal with 30 seconds left to end regulation.
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Jackson set up Dan Carpenter’s kick with a 38-yard run.

It was a 35-yard Jackson run toward the left side and broke off his big run, taking the ball out of the way twice inside the 10 before being knocked out of bounds at the 1.

Manziel backed up 3 yards and put the ball in the middle of the field.

Bears kicker Gould missed a 37-yard field goal with 30 seconds left in regulation. Carpenter kicked a 33-yard field goal with 30 seconds left to end regulation.

Jackson’s 1-yard run on the second play of the game.

Jackson set up Dan Carpenter’s kick with a 38-yard run.

It was a 35-yard Jackson run toward the left side and broke off his big run, taking the ball out of the way twice inside the 10 before being knocked out of bounds at the 1.
HAWKEYES DON’T HAVE A BALL, BUT BARELY ESCAPE BALL STATE

‘The defense gave us a chance to stay alive, and then obviously the offense rallied there in the fourth quarter.’

— Kirk Ferentz, head coach

BY THE NUMBERS

13 tackles made by Iowa defensive end Drew Ott on Sept. 6, a career high.

3 career game-winning drives by Jake Rudock in the fourth quarter or overtime.

35 completions by Hawkeye quarterbacks on Sept. 6, the second-most under Kirk Ferentz.

7 total tackles by Iowa’s defense this year.

PRIME PLAYS

Iowa’s Jordan Canzeri caught a pass from Jake Rudock early in the second quarter and sprinted downfield for a 50-yard gain. It was the Hawkeye’s longest play from scrimmage this season and the longest play of Canzeri’s career.

Hawkeye running back Jonathan Parker fumbled an end-around handoff early in the second quarter, and Ball State defensive end Blake Dueitt returned the fumble 35 yards for a touchdown. It was the first time the Cardinals had scored on Iowa.

IOWA GAME BALL

DREW OTT

The junior defensive end had a career-high 13 tackles, one sack. Ott also forced the fumble on Ball State’s final play from scrimmage.

BALL STATE GAME BALL

JAHWAN EDWARDS

The Cardinals’ featured running back had a pretty good day on the ground, gaining 81 yards on 21 carries, which was good for a 3.9 yard-per-carry average. Edwards opened the game with 20 rushing yards in his first three carries.
IOWA 17, BALL STATE 13

The junior defensive end had a career-high 13 tackles, including 2.5 for a loss and one sack. Ott also forced the fumble on Ball State’s final play from scrimmage. It was his second-career forced fumble.

The Cardinals’ featured running back had a pretty good day on the ground, gaining 81 yards on 21 carries, which was good for a 3.9 yard-per-carry average. Edwards opened the game with 20 rushing yards in his first three carries.

THUMBS UP

Total Defense: Iowa’s defense gave up just 219 total yards of offense to Ball State. The unit didn’t allow a single touchdown, forced two crucial three and outs late in the fourth quarter, and caused the fumble that helped secure the win.

THUMBS DOWN

Kicking game: Marshall Koehn and Chad Blasko combined to make just one field goal in four tries. Koehn missed from 35 and 37 yards, and Blasko missed a 29-yarder. The missed field goals were the primary reason Iowa nearly lost the game.

LOOK AHEAD

The Hawkeyes will host Iowa State on Saturday. These rivalry games are always tough — especially when one team (the visitors, in this case) is still searching for its first win of the season. The Cyclones nearly upset Kansas State Sept. 6, which means Iowa shouldn’t sleep on its in-state rival.

SCHEDULE

Aug. 30, vs. Northern Iowa (W, 31-23)
Sept. 6, vs. Ball State (W, 31-23)
Sept. 13, vs. Iowa State
Sept. 20, @ Pittsburgh
Sept. 27, @ Nebraska
Oct. 1, @ Indiana
Oct. 8, @ Maryland
Nov. 1, vs. Northwestern
Nov. 8, @ Minnesota
Nov. 15, vs. Wisconsin
Nov. 22, vs. Wisconsin
Nov. 28, vs. Nebraska
We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them.

—Albert Einstein
Hawkeye volleyball plays well in Arizona
The Iowa volleyball team played three games at Arizona State over the weekend.

BY CHARLIE GREEN

The Hawks were on the road for men’s tennis this weekend in Arizona, playing a few games and doing fairly well. The Hawks ended the season with a 2-1 victory in the third set, with 25-21 in the second set, to claim a 4-1 victory in the day’s match, against the United States.

Iowa men’s tennis team.

Hawkeye volleyball plays well in Arizona

The Hawkeyes went on to sweep and dropped the second set, but eventually dropped a tightly contested match, 2-2. Iowa also led briefly early in the third set but was overtaken by the No. 17 Sun Devils. Iowa moved into a final push to climb within a point at 24-23, they could not avoid the sweep and dropped the final set, 25-23.

This was the first match of the season in which Lovell failed to reach 30 kills. Freshman Jess Janota led the team with 15, and Fugarino added with 12 digs. Despite the sweep, it was an encouraging weekend for Hawkeyes fans. Iowa played well and had good wins against their first two opponents and fought hard against Arizona State. The Hawks will be on the road again this weekend, playing four games in two days in the South Dakota State Classic in Brookings, South Dakota.

Diversity hits an ace

Players from around the country and world will represent the Iowa men’s tennis team.

BY CHARLIE GREEN

Although Theodorou has been competing in tennis for many years, the native of Athens, Greece for his age group, making a name for himself against some of the best in the eight-man tournament set the tone, and the Hawkeyes followed that with a 25-21 victory in the first set. The Hawks will be on the road again this weekend, playing four games in two days in the South Dakota State Classic in Brookings, South Dakota.
A glance at what’s afoot

The Daily Iowan provides the eastern half of the Big Ten area of Iowa’s conference-opener Thursday.

BY JORDY HANSEN

Senior Melanie Pickens and senior LeShun Daniels are the heart and soul of the Iowa offense. The duo is expected to take the ball to the outside and open up the middle for other players to exploit. Both Pickens and Daniels have over 700 rushing yards this season and over 1,000 yards in career. The duo have combined for 22 touchdowns this season, and their running styles can be different at times. Pickens is more of a power runner, while Daniels is more of a gadget player. Pickens, at 6-foot-3, 267 pounds, is a force to be reckoned with and can break tackles and run over defensive players. Daniels, at 5-foot-11, 210 pounds, is a quick player who can make big plays in the open field. The duo has been key to Iowa’s success this season, and they will be key to Iowa’s success against Ball State on Saturday.

BY JACOB BRICKMAN

The Iowa defense has been inconsistent this season, allowing 14 points in the first half of the game against Northern Iowa. The Hawkeye defense has been solid in recent games, allowing just 10 points in the last two games. The defense is led by senior linebacker Amani Hooker, who has 66 tackles, 11 tackles for loss, and 8.5 sacks. The defense also has a strong secondary, led by sophomore cornerback Geno Stone, who has 33 tackles and 2 interceptions. The defense is expected to play well against Ball State’s rushing attack, which is averaging 134 yards per game.

BY JUSTIN SCHMITT

The Iowa offense has been inconsistent this season, scoring 14 points in the first half of the game against Northern Iowa. The Hawkeye offense has been solid in recent games, scoring 31 points in the last two games. The offense is led by junior quarterback Nate Stanley, who has completed 151 of 224 passes for 1,772 yards and 11 touchdowns. The offense also has a strong running game, led by Senior LeShun Daniels, who has 767 rushing yards and 13 touchdowns. The offense is expected to play well against Ball State’s defense, which is allowing 14 points per game.
Brooks hold on to beat Colts
DENVER — Peyton Manning couldn't have cared less about the first-quarter opener. For three tied touchdown passes and 99 total yards in the first quarter, the Broncos had the ball on the Indianapolis Colts 25, 15-0, on Thursday night.

In the second quarter, Manning had to turn to Tim Tebow and just about everyone in the Broncos' sideline, as he spent most of the second quarter behind the line of scrimmage. The second quarter was a 24-10 second-quarter touchdown versus Tebow, followed by two second-quarter touchdowns behind kicker Matt Prater, who was making a 39-yard field goal in the second quarter and a perfect screen pass from Manning.

In the third quarter, Tebow and the Broncos were both going through a late field goal, but Tebow and the Broncos finally had the ball on the Colts 30-0 at the end of the third quarter, and Tebow would end up getting the quarterback sneak 12-0.

It was 16-0 at the end of the third quarter, and Tebow was going to the sideline for the fourth time in the fourth quarter. It was 16-0 at the end of the third quarter, and Tebow would end up not getting the quarterback sneak 12-0.

Iowa Houdinis escape
Iowa forced a fourth quarter with a 12-0 touchdown drive, but the Houdinis were not able to escape.

The Hawkeyes were able to escape.

Rushing the numbers
None of the Iowa running backs has set himself apart in the first two games this season.

In typical Iowa fashion, the Hawkeyes have yet to establish a consistent ground game after two games this season.

Aside from that drive, the Iowa offense has other issues, too; it hasn't found its footing.

Down, then up for Hawkeye soccer
By JORDAN HANSEN

Missouri through the third quarter, Iowa trailed Ball State, 1-0. Within the course of an 11-play, 79-yard drive, Iowa running backs Jordan Canzeri and Mark Weisman played most of the carries.

Canzeri and Weisman combined for 41 yards on 7 carries, but were held to 6 yards on 7 carries for the Hawkeyes all year. A nine-play, 113-yard drive, that was an active description of what Iowa's running game has been this season: inconsistent, ambitious.

The Hawkeyes to 2-0, not 0-2. The Iowa football team has been nothing short of ugly. These are the start of the Iowa basketball season.

Hawkeyes split weekend trip to Colorado and Ames.

By JORDAN HANSEN

After starting off a two-game road trip with a painful loss to Iowa State, the Hawkeye soccer team rebounded nicely to thoroughly thump Colorado State Sunday.

Things started nicely enough for the Hawkeyes in Ames as sophomore Bri Toelle put Iowa up 1-0 23 minutes into the game on an assist from senior Cloe Lacasse. Iowa State mustered only 3 shots in the first half and it seemed as if Iowa was in control of the game.

As it turned out, the Hawkeyes were not, and the second half was a nightmare for the Hawkeyes.

Iowa State tied the game 11 minutes into the second half and scored the only goal of the game in the 71st minute. The Hawkeyes could not get anything going after that and fell to the Cyclones minutes later.

Looking at the stats, Iowa had a 7-6 advantage in the first half, and it seemed as if Iowa was in control of the game.

The Sept. 6-13 win over Ball State pushed the Hawkeyes to 2-0, not 0-2. The October season is still alive for another week, the possibilities endless, the opportunities still within grasp.

If Iowa keeps playing the way it has the last two weeks, though, this season will end with a late-season bowl instead of one on New Year's Day.

What you see is what you get, this still-young season from full of promise in all but one. This should be the beginning of a countdown to the start of the Iowa basketball season.

It should be, at least. Maybe, though, that's how it's been watching this Iowa football team these last two weeks.